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Abstract26

The aims of this study were; 1) to identify different movement profiles in sixth graders, and27

2) to investigate if there are differences in their mathematical basic (BasicMath) and28

problem solving (ProbSol) skills between existing movement profiles. The sample29

included 461 (223 girls, 238 boys) students with a mean age of 11.27 ± .32 years from30

southern and middle Finland. A latent profile analysis (LPA) revealed four movement31

profiles: “poor movers”, “average movers”, “skilled movers” and “expert movers”. These32

profiles differed substantially in their motor competence (MC) and health-related fitness33

(HRF). A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) also revealed that “poor movers”34

and “average movers” obtained lower results in BasicMath comparing with “skilled35

movers”. The results of this study suggest that cardiorespiratory and muscular fitness, MC36

and BasicMath are interrelated.37

38
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Introduction42

In western countries, fewer children and adolescents achieve the recommended43

international physical activity (PA) of 60 minutes daily of moderate-to-vigorous PA44

(MVPA).1 This negative behavioural trend has also led to secular decline in motor skill45

development and physical fitness.2,3 Interestingly, there is a growing amount of research46

evidence that shows that the physical fitness and MC of children and adolescents are47

positively related to their academic performance.4 Therefore, there is a need to identify48

different movement profiles among children and investigate if there are differences in the49

academic skills across the identified clusters of children.50

BasicMath include computational arithmetic skills (i.e., addition, subtraction,51

multiplication, and division skills), fraction comparison skills, computational fraction skills,52

and arithmetic word problem-solving skills.5 During elementary schooling, increasing the53

understanding of numerical magnitudes is a common core of numerical development,54

which affects the development of arithmetic and more-advanced mathematical skills.6 In55

addition, mathematical problem-solving tasks need to be separated from mathematical56

word problems. Mathematical problem-solving tasks can be presented without words, for57

example, as a picture. They are considered more difficult than mathematical word problem58

tasks7 as mathematical problem-solving demands, first, that a student has a goal to solve59

a novel task, and second, that the student discovers how to solve the task in a nonroutine60

manner, that is, how to use acquired knowledge and skills in a new way.8 Together, these61

BasicMath and ProbSol create a foundation for the mathematical skills that are needed in62

adulthood. Earlier studies have shown that weak mathematical skills increase the risk of63

developing mathematical learning difficulties, and therefore, increase the risk of64

educational exclusion during compulsory education and upper secondary education.965



Thus, weak mathematical skills not only hamper success in the educational pathway but66

also increase the risk of poorer employment prospects in adulthood.1067

HRF is a combination of different aspects of physical fitness. HRF has typically68

been determined to include cardiorespiratory fitness, muscular fitness, flexibility, and body69

composition.11 Cross-sectional studies have indicated that cardiorespiratory fitness is70

positively related with math performance in childhood and adolescence.12,13 In their71

systematic review, Santana et al. stated that positive cross-sectional relationships between72

cardiorespiratory fitness and academic performance seems to be strong.14 However, it73

should be recognised that longitudinal studies in the area are scarce.1474

A review of the literature demonstrates that only a few studies have been conducted75

to investigate the relationship between muscular fitness and mathematical skills.14 It has76

been demonstrated that adolescent girls who had better muscular fitness performed better77

in math tests than girls who had weak muscular fitness, but this association was not78

observed for boys.15 Additionally, it has been recognised that children and adolescents79

who obtained better results in an abdominal strength test also performed better on math80

tests than children who had weaker abdominal muscles.16 Subsequently, it was81

determined that muscular strength and endurance associated positively with mathematical82

skills in childhood and adolescence.17 Although there is some evidence on the positive83

association between muscular fitness and mathematical skills, it should be recognised that84

in the systematic review these associations remain ambiguous.1485

MC is typically determined to include fundamental movement skills. More86

specifically, these gross motor skills include balance, locomotor, and object control skills.487

Empirical evidence has recently indicated the positive association between MC and88

mathematical skills.1889



Few cluster analytic studies have demonstrated that it is possible to identify90

different movement profiles from samples, including children and adolescents. According91

to results of these studies, identified profiles differ substantially in MC and92

cardiorespiratory and muscular fitness19, as well as PA engagement.20 Children and93

adolescents who belong to clusters that have high MC typically demonstrate higher94

engagement in PA than youth who belong to clusters that demonstrate low qualities.2095

Although there is a plethora of studies that investigate associations among MC,96

HRF and academic performance, to our knowledge, this study is the first attempt to utilise97

cluster analytic techniques to analyse these associations. This study adds to the current98

knowledge base by examining if adolescent clusters that have similar MC and HRF differ99

in their BasicMath and Probsol. Building on the current knowledge and addressing the100

shortcomings of previous studies, the aim of this study was 1) to identify different101

movement profiles in sixth graders and 2) to investigate if there are differences in their102

BasicMath and Probsol among the existing movement profiles.103

Materials and methods104

Participants105

The sample in this study included 461 (223 girls, 238 boys) elementary school students106

with a mean age of 11.27 ± .32 years from southern and middle Finland. Researchers107

collected MC and HRF data during physical education (PE) classes. Mathematical skills108

data were obtained in the classroom. Students and their guardians were informed about109

the study protocols, and written consent for their participation in the study was obtained.110

The study protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the local university.111

Measures112

Motor competence. Students’ MC was measured using the following product-113

oriented fundamental movement skill tests: 1) two-legged jumps from side-to-side test114



(balance skills)21, 2) throwing-catching combination test (object control skills)22, and 3) five-115

leaps test (locomotor skills)22. In the two-legged jumps from side-to-side test, a participant116

jumps over a small wooden beam (60 × 4 × 2 cm) from one side to another side for 15117

consecutive seconds. A participant performs jumps with their legs in a parallel position.118

The test is conducted twice, and the total score is the average of these two attempts. In119

the throwing-catching combination test, a participant throws a tennis ball to a 1.5 x 1.5 m-120

sized target area that is situated on the wall 90 cm above the floor. The throwing distances121

are 7 meters and 8 meters for girls and boys, respectively. The participants have 20122

attempts to throw the ball behind a marked line, hit the target area, and catch the ball after123

one bounce. The final score of the test is the number of correctly performed throwing-124

catching combinations. In the five-leaps test, a participant completes five leaps beginning125

and finishing with their legs in a parallel position. The score of the test is the distance from126

the starting position to the finish position (measured from the heel of the nearest foot). All127

MC tests show acceptable validity and reliability in Finnish children22. The scores of the128

MC tests were standardised, and the analyses were performed using Z-scores.129

Cardiorespiratory fitness. Students’ cardiorespiratory fitness was evaluated using130

the 20mSRT23. The participants run continuously between two lines that are positioned 20131

m apart following the progressive cadence. The final result of the test is the number of132

shuttles that are reached before the participant is unable to keep pace. Research has133

demonstrated that the 20mSRT test achieves adequate reliability and validity24.134

Muscular fitness. Students’ muscular fitness was measured by push-up and curl-up135

tests22. The push-up test is administered differently for boys and the girls. In the boys’136

version, the boys use a starting position where their hands and toes touch the floor,137

whereas in the girls’ version, the girls use a starting position in which their hands and138

knees touch the floor. In both versions of the test, the body and legs are oriented in a139



straight line, the arms are shoulder-width apart and the feet are aligned. In the test, a140

participant lowers their body until there is a 90-degree angle in the elbows (with the upper141

arms parallel to the floor). The final score is the number of correctly completed push-ups.142

The curl-up test has a starting position where a participant lies on the floor on her/his back;143

their knees bent at 100 degrees; their legs are slightly apart; both of their feet are on the144

floor; their arms are straight and parallel to the trunk with the palms of their hands resting145

on the floor and fingers stretched out and their head rests on the floor. A measuring tape is146

located under the participant’s legs so that their fingertips are just resting on the nearest147

edge of the tape. The heels of their feet are kept on the mat as they slowly perform a curl-148

up. While curling up, the participant’s fingers slide across the measuring tape until their149

fingertips reach the other side of the tape. Next, the participant curls back down until150

her/his head touches the floor. The performance rhythm is derived from the tape. The final151

score is the number of correctly completed curl-ups that is reached before the participant152

is unable to keep pace (maximum: 75 repetitions). Push-up and curl-up tests have shown153

adequate reliability and validity in Finnish children22. For the analyses, a composite score154

of muscular fitness was created from the standardised Z-scores.155

Mathematical skills. Children’s BasicMath were measured using the test for basic156

mathematical skills (KTLT)25, which is a standardised screening test designed for seventh157

to ninth grades. The test was carried out towards the end of the spring term in the sixth158

grade, and therefore, it was considered to be suitable for the age group in the study. The159

KTLT is a paper-and-pencil test with 40 items with a time limit of 40 minutes. The internal160

consistency of the test was good (Cronbach’s alpha: .86). ProbSol were measured by a161

newly developed measure (Authors, in progress) designed for sixth to ninth grade162

students. The measure consisted of a multiple-choice paper-and-pencil test with a time163

limit of 30 minutes. The test consisted of seven closed problems, i.e., problems with one164



correct answer. The problems had been correctly answered by 40 to 70% of the Finnish165

students who were participating in an international problem-solving contest, the Kangaroo166

Contest. The internal consistency of the test was modest (Cronbach’s alpha: .53).167

Statistical analyses168

The normal distribution, outliers, and missing values of the study variables were169

examined at the beginning. In addition, descriptive statistics, including correlation170

coefficients, means, standard deviations for the study variables, and the differences171

between girls and boys using the Wald’s test of parameter equality were examined. The172

standardised test scores from push-up and sit-up tests (muscular fitness) and the173

throwing-catching combination test, two-legged jumps in side-to-side test, and five-leaps174

test (MC) were combined to create new sum variables for the subsequent LPA.175

To identify groups with homogenous profiles in MC, muscular fitness, and176

cardiorespiratory fitness, a series of LPAs was tested. The maximum likelihood ratio (MLR)177

estimator and maximum number of 500 iterations were employed. The parameters for one178

to eight clusters were estimated using the Akaike information criterion (AIC), Bayesian179

information criterion (BIC), sample-size adjusted BIC (SSA-BIC), and Lo-Mendell-Rubin180

(LMR) likelihood ratio test. Lower values for AIC, BIC, and SSA-BIC indicated a more181

appropriate model fit. The LMR test was performed to compare the estimated model with a182

model with one class less than the estimated model. A statistically significant p-value183

indicated that the LMR test supported the retention of the model related to the number184

clusters. Cluster solutions with small number of cases may not have been meaningful with185

a large sample size, as in the current study, therefore, only clusters with more than 5% of186

the cases were be considered as adequate.26 Descriptive statistics for each cluster were187

provided when the most appropriate model was determined.188



To examine the significant interaction effects of gender and cluster membership as189

independent variables on the total scores of BasicMath and ProbSol skills as dependent190

variables, a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with Tukey’s post hoc tests was191

implemented. The results were considered statistically significant at the p < .05 level. The192

Missing Completely at Random (MCAR) test for missing values and MANOVA models193

were performed using SPSS Version 22.0, and the LPA models were performed using194

Mplus Version 8.3.195

Results196

A graphical analysis indicated that the data were normally distributed and no significant197

outliers were observed based on the standardised values (± 3.0). The data matrix included198

9.5% of the missing values of a total of 3688 measured values. The MCAR test (2 =199

115.79, df = 111, p = .359) indicated no differences between data with missing values and200

data without missing values, and therefore, the missing scores were expected to be201

MCAR. Missing values were not imputed but were estimated using full information202

maximum likelihood procedures, which have been shown to produce unbiased parameter203

estimates and standard errors in MCAR conditions. A sample size analysis suggested that204

the minimum number of participants to be obtained should be 216 to meet statistical205

constraints with a confidence level of 95% and a margin of error p < .05.27 The current206

sample size of 461 was adequate for the main objectives of this study.207

The correlation coefficients, means, and standard deviations of the study variables208

and differences between girls and boys were examined (Table 1). The strongest positive209

correlations were observed between two-legged jumps from side-to-side test scores and210

push-up tests scores in both girls and boys. Boys had higher cardiorespiratory fitness211

scores than girls, whereas girls had higher push-up and sit-up tests scores than boys.212

The results of the LPA, including MC, muscular fitness, and cardiorespiratory213



fitness, were examined (Table 2). The AIC, BIC, and SSA-BIC indices decreased when the214

number of groups increased, but the three group solution indices remained similar. The p215

values of the LMR for the K class versus K-1 class were also non-significant for each216

higher group solution, with an exception of six clusters. However, the six-group solution217

had one cluster that contained less than 1% of the participants. Based on all indices, a218

four-group solution was considered the most justifiable. The means and standard219

deviations of the study variables for each four clusters were examined (Table 3).220

Cluster 1 was labelled as the “poor movers” group. Students of this group reported221

the lowest MC, lower muscular, and cardiorespiratory fitness scores compared to those of222

the other clusters. This cluster comprised 61 girls and 68 boys, 28% of the total sample223

size. Cluster 2 was named the “average movers” group (85 girls, 92 boys), including 38%224

of the total sample. Members of this cluster reported moderate MC and moderate225

muscular and cardiorespiratory fitness scores compared to those of the other groups.226

Cluster 3 was labelled the “skilled movers” group, which represents students with higher227

MC, higher muscular and cardiorespiratory fitness scores than two other clusters. This228

group comprised nearly 19% (49 girls, 38 boys) of the total sample. Cluster 4, which was229

identified as the “expert movers” group, comprised 15% of students (28 girls, 40 boys) with230

the highest MC, muscular and cardiorespiratory fitness scores compared to all other231

clusters. Based on the one-way ANOVA, the mean age (F(3, 439) = .896, p = .443) and232

variances (F(3, 439) = .869, p = .457) were equal in all clusters.233

First, the results of the MANOVA, including gender and cluster membership as234

independent variables and BasicMath and ProbSol skills as dependent variables, showed235

no significant interaction effect between gender and cluster membership in ProbSol (F(3,236

378) = 1.89, p = .130) nor BasicMath (F(3, 378) = .57, p = .638). Conversely, a significant237

main effect between cluster membership and BasicMath emerged (F(3, 378) = 5.47, p <238



.001). No further significant main effects between cluster membership and ProbSol (F(3,239

378) = 1.55, p = .200) or between gender and ProbSol (F(1, 378) = .65, p = .422) and240

BasicMath (F(1, 378) = 3.40, p = .066) were identified. Tukey’s post hoc tests confirmed241

that Cluster 1 students (p < .001) and Cluster 2 students (p < .05) had lower BasicMath242

scores than Cluster 3 students. Adjusted squared multiple correlations (R2) showed that243

the effect sizes were low, which explains 1.4% of the variance in the ProbSol scores and244

3.7% of the variance in the BasicMath scores. Interestingly, results demonstrated that245

cluster 4 students did not have statistically significantly higher BasicMath scores than other246

clusters (p > 0.05).247

Discussion248

The aim of this study was to identify different movement profiles in adolescence and249

investigate if there are differences in BasicMath and ProbSol skills among existing250

movement profiles. This study revealed four movement profiles, which we named “poor251

movers”, “average movers”, “skilled movers” and “expert movers”. The results showed that252

“poor” and “average movers” exhibited lower levels of BasicMath skills than “skilled253

movers”. There were no differences among the profiles for ProbSol skills.254

Our findings are consistent with previous studies, which revealed three or four255

movement profiles19, 20 and demonstrated substantial differences in the MC and HRF256

variables among clusters.20 Especially, rather large (n = 129, 28% of the total sample)257

cluster “poor movers” received much lower results in all physical measures than any other258

clusters. Note that the results of the “poor movers” cluster in the 20mSRT were below the259

healthy fitness zone described in Fitnessgram reference guide. These results are260

worrisome as it is well known that sufficient cardiorespiratory fitness in childhood affects261

health and cardiorespiratory risk factors in adulthood.28 A similar alarming trend was262

observed in muscular fitness test results, where “poor movers” had remarkably poorer263



performances than any other cluster. Research has indicated that muscular fitness is264

related to several positive health effects in childhood and adolescence.29 Therefore, weak265

performances of the “poor movers” in the muscular fitness tests should be considered an266

incentive to implement PA interventions for these students.267

To our knowledge, this research was the first study to investigate if different268

movement profiles differ in BasicMath and ProbSol skills. The results showed that “poor”269

and “average movers” exhibited lower levels of BasicMath skills than “skilled movers” but270

no differences existed in ProbSol skills between clusters. These results partly support271

previous studies, which indicated associations between cardiorespiratory fitness, muscular272

fitness, MC and mathematical skills.14,15,17,18 The results of this study suggest that children273

who have lower cardiorespiratory and muscular fitness and MC also perform poorer in274

BasicMath skills than their peers who perform better in physical tests. This is an alarming275

finding because it demonstrates some students have challenges in both physical and276

academic domains.277

Previous studies have demonstrated that socioeconomic status influences neural278

development in childhood and adolescence.30 Although this mechanism remains unclear,279

students’ socioeconomic status may have caused the association between physical and280

basic math skills in this sample. Students with higher socioeconomic status may have, for281

example, more opportunities for organized sports31 and live in an environment that values282

intellectual knowledge comparing with students with lower socioeconomic status.32283

Therefore, differences in physical and math performances may be influenced by various284

inputs for exercise and academic domain in childhood and adolescence. It should be285

recognized that we did not measure students’ socioeconomic status in this study and286

therefore this remain speculation. Previous research has also explained relations of MC,287

HRF and academic performance by the beneficial effect of physical exercise on cognitive288



skills (e.g., executive functions).33 However, it should be recognized that the focus of this289

study was not to analyze the effect of MC and HRF on brain functioning.290

It was an interesting finding that the best physical performance profile, “expert291

movers”, did not address the statistically significantly better BasicMath skills than the two292

lowest profiles. The reason may be that these students are physically very active in sport293

clubs and during their leisure time. It is possible that this active time reduces the time294

spent on homework. This explanation is based on the fact that especially BasicMath skills295

are learned in school-based activities such as through homework.5,6 However, it should be296

recognised that although the differences were not statistically significant, “expert movers”297

achieved better results in the BasicMath and ProbSol tests than the two lowest profiles.298

This study has few limitations. First, we were not able to measure socioeconomic299

status of students’ families. Secondly, cross-sectional data does not allow us to draw300

causal conclusions. Thirdy, it should be recognised that “skilled movers” and “expert301

movers” profiles were rather small, which weakens the statistical power of the analyses.302

Lastly, one of the limitations is that we only measured math performance. Future studies303

should also investigate if other academic domains (e.g. reading) have associations with304

students’ motor performance. In future studies, it would be beneficial to add open305

problems with multiple correct answers to ProbSol instrument to enhance students’306

creativity. Additionally, previous studies have demonstrated that PA interventions have307

also contributed to academic performance34, including mathematical skills.18 In the future,308

these intervention studies should be targeted especially for students who have weak HRF309

and MC and investigate whether increases in PA engagement, and subsequently, physical310

performance have a positive association with BasicMath and ProbSol skills.311
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Table 1. Correlation coefficients, means, standard deviations, and gender differences in the study variables.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 M SD Wt
1. Five-jump ♀

♂
- .43***

.29***
.54***

.57***
.57***

.57***
.52***

.51***
.42***

.41***
.22**

.05
.24***

.11
8.06
8.02

.96
1.05

.03(.10)

2. Throw-catch ♀
♂

.36***

.44***
.34***

.39***
.30***

.40***
.28***

.28***
.13
.14

.26***

.18*
12.18
12.67

4.69
5.13

-.46(.46)

3. Side-to-side
jump

♀
♂

.40***

.45***
.63***

.66***
.53***

.45***
.23**

.13
.29***

.29***
39.92
38.84

6.54
7.67

.99(.67)

4. Cardiorespiratory
fitness

♀
♂

.50***

.47***
.35***

.32***
.14
.17*

.13
.17*

37.76
41.90

17.76
22.86

-4.19(1.92)*

5. Push-up ♀
♂

.55***

.45***
.15*

.13
.26***

.18**
21.42
14.11

12.78
12.83

7.51(1.20)***

6. Sit-up ♀
♂

.18*

.04
.25***

.16*
42.49
38.84

20.91
21.65

4.47(2.00)*

7. ProbSol total ♀
♂

.54***

.59***
3.55
3.79

1.89
2.01

-.14(.19)

8. BasicMath total ♀
♂

- 16.12
17.33

6.07
6.07

-1.00(.57)

Note 1. Girls (♀), boys (♂), mean (M), standard deviation (SD), Wald’s test (Wt), standard errors in the parentheses.

Note 2. ***p < .001, **p < .01, *p < .05.



Table 2. The parameter estimates for the latent cluster solutions.

Grou

p

Parameter

s

AIC BIC SSA-BIC pLMR LT1% LT5%

1 6 4956 4981 4962 - 0 0

2 10 4643 4684 4652 .000 0 0

3 14 4570 4628 4583 .095 0 0

4 18 4537 4612 4555 .047 0 0

5 22 4513 4604 4534 .215 0 0

6 26 4501 4609 4526 .033 1 1

7 30 4486 4610 4515 .325 0 1

8 34 4480 4621 4513 .224 0 3

Note 1. AIC = Akaike’s information criterion; BIC = Bayesian Information Criterion;
SSA-BIC = Sample-size Adjusted Bayesian Information Criterion; pLMR = Lo-Mendell-
Rubin likelihood ratio test; LT = less than.



Table 3. Means and standard deviations (in the parentheses) of the study variables by

clusters.

Cluster 1

N = 129

Mage =
12.27 (.34)

“Poor”

Cluster 2

N = 177

Mage = 12.26
(.32)

“Average”

Cluster 3

N = 87

Mage =
12.28 (.29)

“Skilled”

Cluster 4

N = 68

Mage =
12.34 (.33)

“Expert”

5-leaps 7.09 (.78) 8.11 (.71) 8.60 (.66) 9.12 (.72)

Throw-catch 8.65 (4.11) 13.10 (4.46) 14.22 (4.07) 16.05 (3.74)

Side-to-side jump 32.62 (5.22) 39.57 (4.96) 44.76 (4.95) 46.07 (5.81)

Cardiorespiratory fitness 20.81 (9.99) 40.95 (13.78) 41.38 (11.69) 74.08 (12.14)

Push-up 6.90 (8.41) 15.55 (8.78) 30.41 (10.70) 30.68 (11.81)

Sit-up 25.95 (14.29) 35.82 (16.19) 63.29 (16.23) 55.87 (19.76)

ProbSol total 3.46 (1.87) 3.52 (1.93) 3.96 (1.93) 4.13 (2.12)

BasicMath total 15.30 (6.44) 16.62 (5.78) 18.56 (5.95) 17.69 (5.74)

1


